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Introduction
The women status throughout Bangladesh, though vary with the various countries de-
pending upon the socio-cultural factors including the traditions, religion and laws, is a con-
genial to the outstretched and submissive picture of women in the developing countries in
the world. "What do women want?" the question posed by the great psychoanalyst, S.
Freud long time ago, still encounters the interest and impact of traditional religious and
cultural values on the role of women in Bangladesh. It is a consensus that the cultural,
historical and religious burdens that affect the status of women everywhere weigh most
heavily on the women of South Asia. In Indian sub-continent the status of women is at the
lowest in both real and ideal term. A strong patriarchal family system, reinforced by caste
division, Hindu-Muslim religious ideals, and total or near-total absence of opportunity for
economic activity outside the home, have served to place women at the bottom of the South
Asian states ladder. 1 The recent phenomena of women status and violence against women
in Bangladesh by Muslim fundamentalists is a real picture of more depressing which has
been worsening the problems of human rights as well. The present paper aims at exploring
the hypothesis that it is the political forces and state power that generated the process of
Islamisation leading to fundamentalism which is the cause of jeopardizing the women
status in Bangladesh society. In order to delineate present scenario of the crisis of women
development, the paper emphasized the historical as well as an observation analysis.
Religion in Bangladesh
Bangladesh, a country of 110 million people in a area of 144,000 Sq Km , is an emerging
and developing nation located on the northeastern part of Indian _sub-continent. A country
of Muslim majority, it is a tradition bound society and the role of religion is dominant in
the life of its people. The main religions are Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity.
Table 1 shows the composition of the religions in Bangladesh. The common people have a
strong belief in religion and also feelings to protect their rites and rituals which obviously
plays a pivotal role in Bangladesh society and politics. Apart from these major religions,
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Bangladesh has various tribes and aborigines whose life style are designed and determined
by a definite system of grace, rituals, artistry, traditions and cultures. These ethnic groups
include Mogs, Chakmas, Tipras, Marmas, Jaintyas, Lushais, Murongs, Bonjagis, Pakkhas,
and Tanchingyas. The ancestors of these tribes and aborigines are mainly from Myanmar,
Thailand, Assam and other parts of South-east Asia. 2
Table 1: Percentage Distribution of Population by Religion in Bangladesh






Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Yearbook, 1990.
Islamisation in Pre-British Bengal
The process of Islamisation in Bengal has its long historical roots. It had emerged not
only as religion itself, but a complete code of life for its believers. The ethics and principles
of Islam are mainly based on the Holy Quran and the Hadith, the teachings of Hazrat
Muhammad (sm). The societal and also the cultural aspects are greatly influenced by the
ideologies of Islam. The process started in Bengal from seventh century A.D. through the
missionaries and the traders from Arabia who flocked for their profitable transactions at
Chittagong, the only port available during that period. The formal spread of this process
was generated by the conquest of Bengal by Ikhtiaruddin Muhammad Bin Bakhtiar Khilji in
1201-1202 A.D. The pioneers for preaching Islam in Bengal include the profound personali-
ties like Hazrat Mamun, Hazrat Muhaimin, Hazrat Hamiuddin, Hazrat Abdullah, Hazrat
Abu Talib, Hazrat Bayazid Bostami, Sultan Mahmud Mahisawar, Shah Mohammad Rumi,
Baba Adam Shahid, Shah Niamatullah Butshinkan , Hazrat Shah Mahhdum, and many
other known and unknown names. Most of the preachers had established Kanquahs
(preaching center) of their own which helped spreading Islam in many of the vast areas of
Chittagong, Bogra, Dhaka, Rajshahi and Mymensingh. There are few other Darbeshes
(Islamic saints) who arrived post conquest period of Bengal and did remarkable preaching
in different parts of Bangladesh. Among them, the prominent figures are Hazrat Shah
Jalal of Sylhet, Hazrat Shah Ali Baghdadi, and Hazrat Shah Sufi of Hoogli. Because of
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these immigrant preachers and Darbeshes, the Muslim race in Bengal is a mixture of blood
of Negroes, the Austric, the Dravidians and also the Semitic, Aryans and the Seythian
people including other ethnic groups. 3
Many scholars opine that the Islam of Bengal did not follow the same tradition and heri-
tage as it did in Pakistan. Based on the different historical and social forces, the system of
religion was highly influenced by the various agrarian and animist beliefs and practices.
Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism have each in turn been imposed on the pre-existing 'little
tradition' and were permeated and transformed by it 4. Following the Muslim conquest the
egali tarian principles of Islam made for massive conversions among the despised low-caste
population in Bengal, but it did not live up to their expectations. A caste-like division
emerged within the Muslim community between the Ashraf (upper class), those of noble
and foreign extraction, and the Ajlaf (lower class), indigenous converts of lowly origins.
Bengali Muslims found themselves integrated into the Islamic Umma (community) with-
out transcending their former subordinate status. They sought solace in the preaching of
the Sufis, holy men and mystics of Persian origin, whose respect for Islamic principles of
equality brought them into closer contact with the artisans and cultivators of rural Bengal,
making them more effective leaders than the distant urban based Ulema (Islamic clergy).5
The Sufi traditions co-existed easily with other devotional cults in Bengal, and came to
represent non-conformity and rebellion in opposition to the established centers of Ulema or-
thodoxy.6
During the Muslim rule in Bengal, thus, the phenomenon of Islam has practically been
characterized by two separate forms. One was the dealing of peasantry of both Muslim and
Hindu in villages who lived and worked together for centuries and shared the socio-cultural
traditions of the self sufficient village community living. The other was the faith practiced
by the urban-based, foreign born Islamic elite who strongly resisted assimilation into in-
digenous Bengali culture. They maintained their distance from the local population, as
much from low-born Muslim converts from Hindus, by stressing their foreign extraction,
by adhering closely to orthodox Islamic practices and by speaking only Persian, Arabic, and
Urdu. It was this Islamic elite who became the leading Bengali representatives of the
Muslim League and the most vociferous supporters of the demand for a separate Muslim
homeland. Indeed this two parallel believers both claiming to be Islam, co-existed uneasily
within the Bengal delta and experienced a typical value system which served to intensify,
rather than resolve, the problematic nature of the Bengali Muslim identity. 7
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Islamisation in B.ritish Bengal
The impact of British rule was very great on the Muslim community of India as well as
Bengal. After the fall of Plassey in 1757, the British bureaucrats adopted discriminatory
policy of crushing the Muslims not only politically but also economically, socially and
morally. From very inception of their seizing power from the Nawab of Bengal, East India
Company almost exclusively employed the Hindus as its agents and servants. As the
Muslims were not trusted, whenever the British needed native help they employed the
Hindus. While the Hindus accepted the British system of education, the Muslims found it
difficult to discard their own education system. So the Muslims lagged behind in the field
of Western education. 8 Owing to the loss of opportunities of employment in government
service, the Muslim became poor. W.W.Hunter says, "A hundred and seventy years ago it
was impossible for a well-born Mussalman in Bengal to be poor; at present it is impossible
for him to continue rich." 9 but after the Mutiny of 1857, the British started to favoring the
Muslim just to counter-balance the Hindu demands for rights and power.
Thus the movement for an independent and separate homeland for the Muslims in Indian
sub-continent started from the feeling of social and economic insecurity among the
Muslims under Hindu dominated social system. The Hindus, being the vast majority group
in India were oppressing the Muslims and other minority groups in the urban as well as
rural areas. Muslims failed in many places to live with their own culture. In many cases
they had to surrender to the will of the Hindus. The Muslims were bound to launch different
politico-religious movements in the 19th century. In the early 19th century the first politi-
cal movement was led by Maulana Syed Ahmed Shaheed of Berali in northern India who
started a Jihad (religious fight) in 1826 against the Sikhs who were hostile to the Muslims
and had been making conspiracy with the East India Company to put Muslims into diffi-
cuIt y. During this time a great hero of Bengal Titu Mir started a vigorous anti-British
movement and revolted against the British regime in India. The socio-political conscious-
ness among the Muslims grew much later than the Hindus because they came under British
domain later than the Hindus. The first organized movement for the Muslims was the
Wahabi Movement which initially started as religious reform movement and took a shape
of social, political and economic movement for the Muslims in the following periods. The
first political organization for the Muslim community in India, Muslim League was
founded in 1906 based on the professionals with upper and middle class character.
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The non-cooperation movement was started in with the Khilafat movement, the main ob-
jective of which was to boycott everything of British origin. When the Khilafat movement
failed, it was like a big disaster to the Muslims for demoralizing them physically, economi-
cally and intellectually. It gave birth to a number of riots between the Muslims and Hindus
and Hindus boycotted the Muslims economically through refusing the foods prepared by the
Muslims. This anti-Muslim attitude of the Hindus led the Muslims towards the idea of self
reliance. The Muslims were so unhappy with the British government that they demanded an
independent and separate sovereign state as their homeland where they will enjoy full op-
portunity to live with their culture and religion. The 27th annual session of All India
Muslim League held at Lahore on 23rd March 1940, adopted the resolution for the Muslim
freedom and demanded a separate state for their own. It is worth mentioning that the reso-
lution was moved by A.K. Fazlul Houque, the then premier of Bengal.
In fact the reform movements among Indian Muslims from the middle of 19th century
started with the devotion of Shah Walliullah who took great effort in inculcating among
Muslims a proper understanding of Islam. He gave much emphasis on the correct form of
Islamic ideals and principles which would govern the total way of life of Indian Muslims.
The activities of Maulana Karamat Ali of Jaunpur,and Haji Sariatullah of Faridpur had
great influence over the cultural and religious evolution of the Muslims of Bengal. Being in-
fluenced by the ideas and objectives of Shah Walliullah, another great Muslim reformer Sir
Syed Ahmed who tried his best to generate education in Western line among the Muslims
and remove distrust and achieve understanding between the British government and the
Muslims. He also tried to show that there is no conflict between the Western education and
the teachings of Islam.
However the resolution for the establishment of Pakistan was again moved by a great
Bengali leader H.S. Suhrawardy on 9th April, 1946 in the central and provincial legislatures
in Delhi to form a independent Pakistan which will comprise Bengal and Assam, in the
North East and the Punjab, North west frontier province, Sind, and Beluchistan in the
North West of India where the Muslims were a dominant majority. Finally it was created
on the 14th August, 1947.
Islamisation in Pakistan Regime
From the very inception Pakistani Punjabi based military bureaucrats began to impose
Islamic ideals in every spheres of national life and policies. By the terms of its
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Constitution, effected in 1962, an Islamic Research Institute has been established in Karachi
to assist in the reconstruction of Muslim society on a truly Islamic basis. The customary
basic rights of western society are applicable in Pakistan only "as enunciated by Islam".
The Constitution stipulates as a basic principle that "no law should be repugnant to Islam".
The president is charged with appointing an advisory council of Islamic -ideology to give
advisory opinions, when asked, to the national or provincial assemblies, or to the president
or any provincial governor, as to whether any proposed law is or is not repugnant to Islam,
or whether it violates any of the sixteen principles of law making or fundamentals rights
enumerated as part chapter one of the Constitution. The first Amendment to the
Constitution, in effect since January 15, 1964, besides changing the name of the state to
"the Islamic Republic of Pakistan", made it obligatory on the part of the advisory council
to review all laws with the object of bringing them into conformity with the Holy Quran
and the Sunnah. 10 The Constitution in Pakistan thus designed the peculiar situation with
a vast powers in the hand of president with a view that the religious character of the
country must be a reflection of the attitude of the president.
In Pakistan, the famous Objective Resolution that was moved in the Constituent
Assembly by the prime minister Liaquat Ali Khan in March, 1949 declared that "sover-
eignty over the entire universe belongs to God Almighty alone," but He had delegated this
authority to the state of Pakistan and that this was to be exercised through its people
"within the limits prescribed by Him". The resolution also stated that (a) the state shall
exercise its power and authority through the chosen representatives of the people and that
(b) "the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice, as enun-
ciated by Islam shall be fully observed." (c) "the Muslims shall be enable to order their
lives in accordance with the teachings and requirements of Islam as set out in the Holy
Quran and the Sunnah." All this suggested that the resolution could be interpreted in differ-
ent ways. Modernists could say that the resolution guaranteed a democratic constitution
and the sovereignty of the people. 11 The interesting point is that neither the fundamentalist
like Mawlana Mawdudi, head of the Jamaat-i-Islami movement nor the Mawlana Abul
Hasanat, president of the Jamiat-al-Ulama-i-Pakistan accepted this approach of the state
saying that "present western educated Muslim leaders of Pakistan were not competent to
initiate legislation even within the permissible field of Islam because they were neither well
versed in Islamic doctrines nor good Muslims" . However the over emphasis to Islamicise the
Constitution had divided the people of Pakistan in different antagonistic groups. Sunnis
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versus Shias ia an old conflict, and in 1953 the mullahs and Mawlanans instigated riots
against the Ahmadis. It was also found that Bengali muslims were influenced by Hindu cul-
ture that their intellectuals still relish Poet Tagore of Bengal more than the Poet Iq.balof
West Pakistan and rural masses of East Bengal still take part in most of the Hindu festi-
vals.
The military ruler of Pakistan, Ayub Khan who ruled Pakistan about a decade took a
dual route but made it clear that he was not in favor of traditional Islam. He introduced
Basic Democracies Scheme which was not Islamic in origin. On the other hand, he brought
about the changes in the Muslim personal law in the form of Family law ordinance which
modified the right of men to marry and divorce at will. Again this regime had also made
efforts to educate and modernize the outlook of Im'ams (priest) of mosques and in East
Pakistan the Bureau of National Reconstruction had organized regular classes for the trai-
ning of the imams. There are a lot of illustrations like this indicating the clear division of
Pakistani people in three different groups based on religious feelings. A educated class of
Muslims who demanded separation of all the religious organizations and institutions from
the sate, a modernist group who believed that Islamic principles should be adapted with
modern western situations and a group who wanted the reapplication of Islamic practices
as it existed sometime in the past and not easily changeable with mere connotations of con-
temporary western conditions.
Fundamentalism in Bangladesh
The emergence of fundamentalism in Bangladesh has to be considered in the process of
Islamisation and its negative effects. It has also a deep historical roots which started with
the formation of Jamaat-i-Islami party under the leadership of Mawlana Moududi of
Punjab in 1941. Following the way of Islamic Brotherhood Movement in Egypt led by
Hassan al Banna with the theme that "Islam is a faith and a ritual, a nation and a natio-
nality, a religion and a state, spirit and deed, holy text and sword", fundamentalist move-
ment began to grow in Indian sub-continent. Mawlana Mawdudi, has been involved with
different movements of Muslim community in India since 1930 and became an influencial
figure since the creation of Pakistan in 1947. Standing on the opposite to the modernist ap-
proach of Muslim community, he tried to build his vision of a ideal society and the place of
true Muslim within it. In looking at him, Charles J. Adam says, we shall be considering one
of the typical religious stances to be seen among our Muslim contemporaries, and that not
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in India and Pakistan alone but in the rest of the Muslim world as well. 12 From the begin-
ning of the establishment of Pakistan, his party was mounting the campaign to make
Pakistan a true Islamic state with the argument that Pakistan was dreamt, fought for and
created in the name of Muslims and their Islamic aspirations. They took a serious stand in
opposition to the Muslim League government The leader, Mawlana Mawdudu was ar-
rested for the first time on October 4, 1948 on grounds of activities prejudicial to the secu-
rity of the state. Mawlana gained real popularity in 1953 when he led the violent
movement and riots of Ulamas of Pakistan against Ahmadiyah movement. From then on-
ward, his party got momentum in the political field in Pakistan in different modes and
ways.
The ideology of Islam stands firmly on five pillars of religious obligations. The first is
the faith that "there is no God but Allah and Muhammad is His Prophet". The second is the
Salat or prayer for five times a day facing to Mecca. The third is Ramadan or a month long
fasting which does not allow any food or drink during day time from sun rise to sun set.
The forth is Zakat or the giving of alms according to Islamic Law. The fifth is Haj or the
pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in lifetime for those physically and financially fit for the
trip. Based on those clear points of Islamic ideology, Mawdudi's conviction of the funda-
mental importance of the divine law requires him to believe in an all-powerful, monolithic
state, upholding a definite religious ideology and using the full weight of police and judicial
powers to ensure that all aspects of its life will reflect the character of its Islamic ideology.
The absolute authority of the state is incontestable- being nothing lass than the social ex-
pression of God's sovereignty over all. Totalitarianism, however, need cause one no con-
cern, in its unique instance, because God's commands working in the life of the state are
just and benevolent. In short, all the aspects of state and life, according to the philosophy
of fundamentalists, should follow the teaching of The Quran which is the word of God as
revealed to Muhammad and the Sunnah which records what Muhammad said and did in re-
gard to certain religious questions. According to these sources, everything that happens is
attributed to the unchangeable decrees of Allah.
After the emergence of Bangladesh in 1971 as an independent state, the Awami League,
the party that led the nationalist movement against Pakistan and also the liberation war
under the leadership of Bangabandhu Shekh Mujibur Rahman, the father of the Bangladesh
nation formed the first government and designed the state policies based on four ideolo-
gies: nationalism, democracy, secularism and socialism. The government banned the
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politics of fundamentalists who played a strong role against the liberation struggle and
helped Pakistani military in killing, raping and doing other brutal activities against the
Bengali people during nine months of liberation war. They also formed their own organiza-
tion through which they performed all the heinous activities as Pakistani military did and
killed a good number of intellectual of the soil just two days before the surrender of the
Pakistani military. After the assassination of Sheikh Mujib by a small group of junior
army officers in August, 1975, Ziaur Rahman, an army ge~eral took the power of the coun-
try following a brief succession of army coups who in fact set the country firmly on the
fundamentalists course. To fulfil his political ambition he had to depend on so called pro
Islamic and other fundamentalists groups in order to generate his own civilian base. The
dismantling of secularism in Bangladesh started by him in 1977 through Proclamation
Order No.1. Which inserted the first sentence of the Holy Quran "Bismillah-ar-Rahman-ar-
Rahim" means "In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful" at the beginning of the
constitution and also deleted the principle of secularism and replaced it by "absolute trust
and faith in the Almighty Allah". Zia completely depended on those extremely religious
and fanatics groups who were banned by Awami League and tried to bring them all together
under his· political banner. The fundamentalists being sponsored and supported by General
Zia, started working in the name of Islamic Democratic League from September, 1976 and
later in their own banner Jamaat-i-Islami of Bangladesh from 1979 and their student front
changed the banner to Islami Chatra Shibir instead of their previous identity as Islami
Chatra Sangha in February 6, 1977. For opening up this political route for them in
Bangladesh, Zia was rewarded by them with their active support in his Referendum in 1977
and the presidential election in 1978.
Again Zia's assassination by a group of army officers made the way for a new General
named Ershad to come to power. In January 1983 he declared to a meeting of Islamic scho-
lars that "the place of Islam as a religion will be maintained above all in the constitution
of the country. Our struggle is to fight the enemies of Islam and turn Bangladesh into an
Islamic state." 13 He moved for the 8th Amendment in the Constitution in which Article 2
declares that" The state religion of the Republic is Islam, bu t other religions may be prac-
ticed in peace and harmony in the Republic". Justifying the Amendment, Ershad declared
that the distinct identity of the people Bangladesh in their culture, language, geographical
entity, independent sovereignty and other spheres of nationalism could only be defined
through Islam. 14 Following the fall of Ershad regime, The Bangladesh Nationalist Party
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(BNP) which was formed by General Zia came to the power through the election held under
the Caretaker Government. Indeed the restoration of fundamental politics in Bangladesh
was made complete during this government which had an underhand agree,ment with the
fundamentalists before the election in terms of distribution of seats in the parliament and
giving them the upper hand in different aspects of socio-politico and cultural, spheres of
Bangladesh society. During this period, Golam Azam, the leader of Jaamat-i-Islami re-
gained his Bangladesh nationality which was seized by the Awami League government for
his anti liberation activities in 1972. As a result, the Jaamat-i-Islami as party became the
forth largest political party in Bangladesh. Again when there was a political crisis in
Bangladesh for two years began in March 1994 with the complain of vote rigging in the by-
election of parliament by Awami League against BNP government and demanding for the
appointment of a neutral caretaker government to supervise new election, the movement
was joined by the fundamentalists Jamat-i-Islami party too. In order to legitimize their
politics in Bangladesh society specially among the modernist Muslims and culturally devel-
oped young people and intellectuals, they tactfully took this track for opposing BNP that
in fact brought and established them in politics in Bangladesh.
A growth in non political grassroots religious consciousness ia also discernible. It is ex-
emplified by the Tabliq-Jamaat, one of the largest but least known religious movements in
the Muslim world today, whose annual assembly in Tongi (Bangladesh) draws together
over a million of people from all over the world. The Tabliq-Jamaat has no organizational
structure or political aspirations, but assists the fundamentalists cause by creating an en-
vironment of revivalist Islam. Thus the fundamentalists activities by those militant
Islamic groups in Bangladesh had the gateway through the Islamisation process started by
military Generals for th~ir legitimization and also establishment in politics. This trend was
initiated and supported by Middle East countries specially Saudi Arabia through financial
aid and patronage networks by the Islamic NGOs like Masjid Mission, Rabital-al-Islam,
Dhakheli Complex, Jamat al Sabah, Baitush Sharaf etc. These NGOs also have been render-
ing services for community development in both rural and urban areas through different
projects including Madrashas (religious education centers), basic health care, agricultural
activities, credit schemes etc specially in their own line of political discipline.
Women in Bangladesh
Within the framework of beliefs, tradition , culture, rituals based on Islam, the
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dominant religion in Bangladesh, the system though seems uniform and similar to other
Muslim countries in the world, but practically there is large variations in the customs and
practices depending on the historical and regional background. Donald Smith points out
that "the most fundamental affirmation of Islam as a system of belief and social organi-
zation is indeed that no man's life is independent of God's awesome sovereignty. 15 This
statement is also very true for the analysis of women development in Bangladesh. The
status of women in Bangladesh should be considered in terms of two basic divisions. a)
Bhadramahila , in broad sense, the mothers, wives, daughters, sisters, other close female
relatives of the same status of doctors, lawyers, teachers, government official, mid- level
traders who made up educated urban based professional middle class and b) Mahila simply
the women of lower status including all female relations of the working class, peasants and
others living in villages or cities. The distinct classification of women based on the socio-
economic background determines their roles and status in Bangladesh society. But for both
the cases, the impact and influence of Islamic obligations are immense. It is well known
that the present Islamic world embraces an overwhelming complexity of social forms and
cultural ways, and Muslims societies are found at all levels of techno-economic develop-
ment. 16 There are very rich and poor, agriculturist and industrialist, military officers and
soldiers. Under the changes of rapid modernization and urbanization that taking places in
Muslim countries throughout the world including Bangladesh, women, thus, face widely
different conditions and their position changes in terms of the dichotomy between tradi-
tionalism and modernity. The status of women, their rights and duties as regards their con-
trol over property, over their own body, the degree of seclusion and veiling, their
participation in politics and community development, social contacts, employment etc in
Bangladesh are all in tremendous complexity of demonstrations on the basis of Islamic
code of life.
The Role of Purdah:
The custom of purdah in Bangladesh villages is contingent upon the conception of women
role as complementary and vulnerable. Generally purdah means to the villagers a curtain or
screen and more generally refers to the state in which the women is secluded from the public
view. Stanley Maron says, "the custom may be classified as relatively elaborate avoidance,
or taboo, which is basically similar to the thousands of avoidance found throughout the
world. The devices for maintaining purdah are numerous with the most common being
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separate quarters of women (the Zanana) and the Burqua, a garment that envelops its
wearers from head to heal but possesses an embroidered screen or holes for vision.
Occasionally anxiety is expressed lest bright color or overtly attractive burquas defeat the
intended purpose of the garment. Full purdah represents the ability to remove women from
field of work and to replace hem by hired hands." 17 The institution of purdah is very com-
monly found in villages and cities in Bangladesh to a greater or lesser degree. The sanction
for it is determined in the Quran, in a verse that posits the supervisory of men over women:
"men are the managers of the affairs of women, for that God has preferred in bounty one
of them over another, and for that they have expended of their property. Righteous women
are therefore obedient." 18 Any way the observance of purdah as much according to locality
and social class as it does according to degrees of religious orthodoxy in Bangladesh soci-
ety.
Purdah was form of social control by men over women behavior which implied a view of
women as simultaneously sexually vulnerable and in need of protection, and sexually ag-
gressive and in need of control. Purdah exercised fundamental control over the social be-
havior of the Bhadramahila (gentle women) in the nineteenth century. It was commonly
believed that it had been introduced as a protective measure during the Muslim invasion.
Later it came to be an indication of status in imitation of custom of the ruling Muslim
power. At that time, upper caste Hindu women observed purdah whereas most lower caste
women did not. 19 The modification in purdah system started by the end of nineteenth cen-
tury as the impact of westernization and sanskritization associated with the rising status
under British rule. The recent phenomena regarding purdah in Bangladesh is stated by re-
tired Justice K.M. Sobhan, a constitutional expert after the declaration of Islam as the
state religion by the then president Ershad through the 8th Amendment as follows: "At pre-
sent, it might be a simple declaration, but in later phases of implementation it may call
for certain very negative measures. For example, it may imply added constraints on
,vomen, including the imposition of the purdah system, end to demands for equal rights for
women, certain amount of judicial discrimination and religious injunctions in various
spheres of personal life" . 20 It became partly true in the following phases of political issues
in Bangladesh. Because the fundamentalists who could be called the synthesis between tra-
ditionalism and modernism, started playing their typical role for the reestablishment of
purdah system in a different manner which ultimately may create the situation for full
purdah system as it was in the past.
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In order to be adapted with the issue of purdah and become acceptable to the majority un-
educated Muslim women in Bangladesh society, the women leaders in politics also brought
this institution in a changed custom and fashion. It was found that the previous and the
present prime minister, though both of them are women and belong to liberal modernist
group, started using an extra garment named Urna to cover their upper part of the body
and also the head. It became a little bit fashion type for some of the half educated middle
class women and female members of opportunist and dishonest upper class businessmen
and industrialists. Following them, the women in the villages also getting used with this
culture of half veil where face and lower part of the body is quite visible to the public. The
fundamentalists and their students' cadre are creating a lot of pressure in different schools,
colleges and universities' female students to observe purdah. As a result, in many educa-
tional institutions, the number of female student with fully veiled is increasing very fast
even sometimes they are quite reluctant to do so. There are a lot of female members of the
families including the young girls and students, though reluctant, but have to observe
purdah because of the pressure exerted by the parents, husbands, brothers or any other male
or female relatives actively involved with the fundamentalists politics.
Ritual Status of Women:
In many Muslim countries, though to be positioned behind the men or separated in some
manner during prayer, women are allowed to visit mosques, but in Bangladesh they are not
allowed to go to the mosques and pray together with male. Women are not recommended
for going for joint prayers on Fridays which is obligatory for men. They are not allowed to
join the special Eid (religious festivals) prayers held twice in a year for Eid-ul-Fitr and Eid-
ul-Azha. They are not even allowed to visit other socio-religious festivals like Muharram,
Milad Sharif, Shab-e-Bharat, Shab-e-Meraj, etc. There are a lot of different prescription for
the women to perform the rituals which determines their ritual status. Women are treated
very impure during their menstruation after childbirth, their monthly periods, and they are
not allowed to perform cultic duties, to pray, to read the Quran, to keep fast (Ramadan),
etc. They are relieved of daily prayers, fasting (Ramadan) and other special prayers during
days of menstruation and the forty days following the childbirth. Sometimes they are not
even allowed to do any household work like cooking or preparing food for male person.
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Working Status of Women:
The division of work between men and women is very distinct in Bangladesh. Man's job
is mainly cultivation, sowing and harvesting, grazing of cattle, marketing and running
business and petty trade in the villages. Women do not work in the field in majority cases.
They generally cook, take care of the children and remain busy with other unpaid household
work. In a few childless families, women also raise cattle as well as poultry and grow
kitchen garden around the homestead. Women sometimes take care of the cattle and graz-
ing them at home and also milk the cow. Young girls who do not go to school help mothers
in household work, take care of younger brothers and sisters. It remains still true as Dube
says in his book Indian Village that "first, 'Masculine' and 'feminine' pursuits are clearly
distinguished: a women doing man's work is laughed at; a man undertaking any specifi-
cally feminine tasks provides a favorite theme for the popular gossip. Household work, ag-
ricultural activities, traditional raft or occupation of the family and socio-religious rites
and ceremonies are still marked by division of work on the basis of sex" . 21
Recently in urban areas, important changes in woman's work took place in connection
with broad shifts in the economy in terms of industrialization specially the labor oriented
garments industry which absorbed more than seventy percent of the total labor force re-
quired for these garments sector. Though a good number of women are engaged in teaching
profession, and also there are nurses, doctors, government officials, and other company
employees, the number is still very least compared with men. It is a common belief that
women are physically unfi t to perform all types of work and such their responsibilities and
liabilities compel them to enjoy inferior status. Women are considered as the warmer per-
sons, more sentimental, more easily hurt and vulnerable. As a result they should be pro-
f
tected. Women power and prestige remain most secure when she does not extend her role in
the dom"ain of man and remain satisfied with her complementary roles and status. 22 In
both urban and rural areas, women see their education not as a training ground for pr.oduc-
tive careers outside the home but rather as a means for living with a status of good wife as
married women without the complexities of employment. Of course for the poor class
women this kind of thinking does not exist and they do not even such opportunities to go to
school for education. In most cases, the \vomen pursue education just to raise their status
and get a good husband. They never think to work for their separate entity except depending
on the male for their livelihood. Moreover, the continuous demand from the fundamenta-
lists groups to stop \vomen development in terms of education and employment which get
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the women out of home, helped to establish many separate schools and colleges only for
female where they seldom have chances to develop their values, norms and attitudes to-
wards modernity of life and society.
Judicial Status of Women:
Law of Inheritance: After the death of father and mother, each son and daughter inherit
their property. According to the Islamic law, woman inherits property half of what the
man inherits. That is to say, the ratio of the division of the property between sons and
daughters is 2: 1. Main feature of this system is that the property is divided at each genera-
tion and ultimately the share of each of the successors dwindles to almost nothing unless
some new property has been acquired in the meantime. It is clear that the principle of equa-
lity is exemplified in the Muslim Law of Inheritance. It tends to give equal opportunities to
all. But in practice, almost all the members depend on the head of a joint family. In the
rural areas in Bangladesh or sometimes in the urban areas too, women are deprived of the
property totally being seized that by the male brothers through different fraud and con-
spiracy.
Marriage: According to Quran, "Men are in charge of women because God has made the
one of them to excel the other... " (Quran 4:34/38) The household father is Imam, the
leader of his family. Even though it is pointed out that man and wife shall make decisions
jointly, the man has the final say. According to Mawlana Mawdudi, the fundamentalists
leader, the household father's authority 'symbolizes God's authority in this world'.
Marriage is the Prophet's Sunna, i.e., the model set by the Prophet, and the mutual needs
and duties of the husband and wife are explicitly stated in the Quran. 23 As such marriage
is an important institution in Bangladesh society. It is based on contract and solemnized ac-
cording to the law of Shariah. Arranged marriage is a common practice in Bangladesh.
Some of the important variables based on fundamentalist thinking prohibit the bride and
bridegroom to decide their affairs meeting beforehand. Rather, they are bound to accept
the decision of the parents or guardians about their choice for both. An important rule is
the inclusion in the marriage contract of the gift the bridegroom promises to pay to the
bride (Mahr). Moreover, though monogamy is held to be the norm today, Polygamy is ex-
pressly allowed in Quran. As a result, in the villages and also in the slums and squatters,
the man easily gets marriage with other females without giving divorce the previous wife.
In some cases, it is a good business for the male to make his wives work outside and snatch
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her salary and other wealth by force and making a parasitic living.
Divorce: The husband has an unconditional right to divorce, and it is carried out upon his
expression of the separation formula just saying Talaq for three times. Again he can take
back his wife even against the will of his wife if he did not follow the Talaq in the proper
manner. Though there is the condition of paying Mahr in full at the time of divorce, in
most cases in Bangladesh, specially in the villages and poor dwellings men do not fulfil the
condition at all. Rather they oppress the women in different ways not to go against him for
any claim like that. In most cases, in the villages, the Mullahs (religious leader) give
Fatoah (religious decree) which always go against the rights of women. This simple system
of marriage and because of the role the Mullahs play in this regard create a lot discrimina-
tory problems to women in Bangladesh society.
Dowry: It still plays a very vital role in Bangladesh society. The common practice is that
the bride's family pays a dowry to the bridegroom to make him pleased and protect the life
of the bride from nonsense teasing. Normally the parents are bound to pay this dowry in
many different forms of cash or kind. It includes cash money and furniture, radio, motor
cycle, by-cycle, car houses, television, refrigerator etc. depending on the class, position ,edu-
cation and family status. For the rich people it is easy to catch bridegroom for their daugh-
ters but it became very acute problem for the poor parents to procure husbands for their
daughters. Moreover, it is like a curse to keep daughters wait for marriage after the age of
22 at home because of the ill sayings of the neighbors and relatives. The parents of a few
daughters is in a big disaster for fixing the marriage for his daughters. The recent phenom-
ena is that many dowry deaths are reported in the news media which are coming in public.
There are many more cases in a year which are not reported to the legal authorities or po-
lice or unaccounted for various reasons like after torture of the parents, extra harassment
by the court or the police etc. It became very common to see in the daily news on most days
about the types of torture of women for dowry like burning by kerosene/petrol or by acid
etc where the parents could not fulfil the demand of the bridegrooms even after the mar-
riage. This dowry problems thus leading the ways for the girls in extremely poor families
to leave home for the sake of family and look for prostitution or other odd jobs.
The contemporary scenario of Bangladesh depicts a more serious picture of fundamenta-
lists activities in the society. According to Human Rights Watch World Report 1995, the
Bangladesh government failed to denounce, investigate or punish much of the widespread
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violence against women, NGOs, and threats against writers and editirs that occurred dur-
ing the year, all linked to militant Islamic groups. In recent times, though there are few
women organization like Mahila Parishad etc are working to promote the women develop-
ment, the vital role is being played by different NGOs through their development activities
at grassroots levels. These progressive NGOs and their strategies represent an important
break with past efforts to change women's lives. Therefore, the fundamentalists made the
NGOs their target to abolish them as quickly as possible.. On June 30,1995 the Jamaat-i-
Islami, the largest fundamentalist party in Bangladesh called a strike to demand an end to
NGO activities. On that day, a clinic in Zakigang run by the Bangladesh Women's Health
Coalition was burned to the ground and an adjoining NGO's office was badly damaged. To
the fundamentalist, the education in NGO schools is 'un-Islamic'. So they are trying to pre-
vent children from going to NGO schools. A female writer named Taslima Nasreen was de-
manded execution by them for writing a book few lines of which they thought went against
Islamic sentiment very seriously.
Conclusion
The long process of Islamisation leading to the extreme fundam,ental politics in
Bangladesh suggest that a woman is best either in the house or in the grave. For the fun-
damentalist, women who are comprising almost little less than half of the total popula-
tion of Bangladesh, are weak, fine, and spiritual. So that they should be protected and be
used as their vote bank when necessary. The lacking of their knowledge about society and
culture related to modernization, urbanization and industrialization and also the measures
to protect her rights in family and society, the oppression of women by fundamentalist is
increasing day by day. They follow few professional women who pretend to be very pious
and devoted to Islam and try to transmit the traditional Islamic ideologies to the new gen-
eration. If the women really take a stand collectively to oppose all the ills against them, no
one can stop their development towards forming a new prosperous future for them and for
the nation as well.
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